THE MINISTER OF STATE FOR NATURAL RESOURCES  
(The Hon. Matiya Baguma Isoke)

THE MINISTER OF STATE FOR PUBLIC SERVICE  
(The Hon. Mavenjana Akumu)

THE MINISTER OF STATE FOR TRADE & INDUSTRY  
(The Hon. Dr Abel Rwendeire)

THE MINISTER OF STATE FOR TOURISM WILDLIFE & ANTIQUITIES  
(The Hon. Otim Omara Yafest)

THE MINISTER OF STATE FOR WORKS, TRANSPORT & COMMUNICATIONS  
(The Hon. Sylvester Wanjusji Wasieba)

THE MINISTER OF STATE FOR PLANNING & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT  
(The Hon. Sam Kutesa)

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT AS AT 1ST OCTOBER 1996

ABU WONOTIYA DOMINICA
ACHILE MANOAH MILA
ADOME LOKWII CALLISTUS
ADROA ONZIMA ALEX
ADYEBO COSMAS GEORGE
AISU OMONGOLE TOM
AJEANI YORAMU (DR)
AKARIKOVINO AYUMU
AKECH OKULU BETTY GRACE
AKELLO GRACE
AKENY JOHN RICKY
AKIDA ALI GABE
AKIKI OTHIENO EMMANUEL
AKUMU MAVENJINA CATHERINE
AKWERO ODWONG JANE
ALI MOSES (BRIG)
ALIKER MARTIN JEROME (DR)
ALINYIKIRA OWAGAGE RUTH
ALITWALA KADAGA REBECCA
AMAMA MBABAZI
AMANYA MUSHEGA NUWE
AMONGIN APORU HELLEN CHRISTINE
ANDUALE AWUZU
ASSIMWE JACOB (MAJ)
ATIM OGWAL CECILIA (MRS)
AWORI AGGREY
AYUME FRANCIS JOASH
BABA DIRI MARGRET (MRS)
BABIHUGA WINNIE J.
BABU FRANCIS EDWARD
BAGALANA TOM SAMSON
BAGEINE SHEM BAJURA
BAGUMA ISOKI MATIYA
BAGUIWA ARTHUR
BAIETERA MAITEKI GEORGE
BAKKABULINDI CHARLES
BAKKO BAKORU ZOE
BAKU RAPHAEL OBUDRA
BALEMEZI LYDIA

-.WOMAN REPRESENTATIVE, MOYO
ARINGA COUNTY, ARUA
JIE COUNTY, KOTIDO
MARACHA COUNTY, ARUA
KWANIA COUNTY, APAC
KUMI COUNTY, KUMI
ARUA MUNICIPALITY
MARUZI COUNTY, APAC
-WOMAN REPRESENTATIVE, GULU
-WOMAN REPRESENTATIVE, SOROTI
ERUTE SOUTH COUNTY, LIRA
JONAM COUNTY, NEBBI
WEST BUDAMA SOUTH COUNTY, TORORO
-WOMAN REPRESENTATIVE, NEBBI
-WOMAN REPRESENTATIVE, KITGUM
EAST MOYO COUNTY, MOYO
EX OFFICIO
-WOMAN REPRESENTATIVE, JINJA
-WOMAN REPRESENTATIVE, KAMULI
KINKIZI, WEST COUNTY, RUKUNGIRI
IGARA EAST COUNTY, BUSHENYI
-WOMAN REPRESENTATIVE, KUMI
VURRA COUNTY, ARUA
ISINGIRO NORTH COUNTY, MBARARA
LIRA MUNICIPALITY, LIRA
SAMIA BUGWE NORTH COUNTY, TORORO
KOBOKO COUNTY, ARUA
-REPRESENTATIVE FOR THE DISABLED
-WOMAN REPRESENTATIVE, RUKUNGIRI
CENTRAL DIVISION, KAMPALA
BUNYA SOUTH COUNTY, IGANGA
NDORWA EAST COUNTY, KABALE
BUYANJA COUNTY, KIBAALE
MITIYANA SOUTH COUNTY, MITYANA
KIBANDA COUNTY, MASINDI
WORKERS REPRESENTATIVE
-WOMAN REPRESENTATIVE, ARUA
WEST MOYO COUNTY, MOYO
-WOMAN REPRESENTATIVE, MUKONO

1997-2001
BALINGIRIRA NAKENDO ABDU
BAMBALIRA JOHN JACKSON
BAMWANGA STEPHEN
BANTARIZA FRANCIS
BASOGA NSADHU
BBUMBA SYDA NAMIREMBE
BIDANDI SSALI JABER
BIGIRWA K. BERNADETTE
BIKORWENDA IDA
BITAHWA SAMSON
BITAMAZIRE NAMIREMBE GERALDINE
BUKENYA BALIBASEKA GILBERT
BBUMBA SYDA NAMIREMBE
BUTELE ANTHONY LOGULU
BUTIME TOM (MAJ)
BWAMBALE BIIA LOICE
BWERERE KASOLE LWANGA EDWARD
BYANYIMA NATHAN
BYANYIMA WINNIE
BYARUGABA LIVINGSTONE (DR)
BYARUHANGA MWANAINCHI FABIUS
BYARUHANGA PHILIP (DR)
BYEKWASO LUBEKA N. GETRUEDE A
BYENKYA BEATRICE
CHEBET MAIKUT
CHEBROT STEVEN (DR)
DOMBO EMMANUEL LUMALA
EGOU CHARLES
EGUNUYA ASEMO FIONA
EKEMU JOSEPH
ETUKU ONYOK DAVID
ETYANG PAUL ORONO
GIRULI DAVID LIVINGSTONE
GOBBA GEORGE STEVE
GUMA GUMISIRIZA DAVID
HASHAKA JACKSON
HYUHA DOROTHY
IKOTE ALLELUYA ROSETTE
ILUKORI SAMSON S.A
JAMWA TEZIRA
KABAKUMBA ABWOOLI LABWONI
KABASHARIRA A. ASIMWE NAOME
KAFIRE RAINER JULIET
KAGGWA MED SOZI
KAGONYERA MONDO (PROF)
KAJIUKA RICHARD
KAJARA ASTON
KAJURA MUGANWA HENRY
KAKEMBO NSANGI MARY
KAKOBA ONYANGO
KAKOOZA JOSEPH HERMAN
KAKOOZA ROBERT
KAKUNGULU SHANNON (DR)
KANDOLE CLEMENT ATENYI
KANYIKE ANTHONY WILLIAM
BUKOLI NORTH COUNTY, IGANGA
BWAMBA COUNTY, BUNDIBUGYO
NDORWA WEST COUNTY, KABALE
BUIHEWEJU COUNTY, BUSHENGYI
BUSIKI COUNTY, IGANGA
EX OFFICIO
NAHSAWA DIVISION, KAMPALA
-WOMAN REPRESENTATIVE, BUSHENGYI
-WOMAN REPRESENTATIVE, BUNDIBUGYO
IGARA WEST COUNTY, BUSHENGYI
-WOMAN REPRESENTATIVE, MPIGI
BUSIRO NORTH COUNTY, MPIGI
EX OFFICIO
MADI-OKOLLO COUNTY, ARUA
MWENGE NORTH COUNTY, KABAROLE
-WOMAN REPRESENTATIVE, KASESE
BUWEKULA COUNTY, MUBENDE
BUKANGA COUNTY, MBARARA
MBARARA MUNICIPALITY, MBARARA
RUBANDA WEST COUNTY, KABALE
KITAGWENDA COUNTY, KABAROLE
BURULI COUNTY, MASINDI
-WOMAN REPRESENTATIVE, MASAKA
-WOMAN REPRESENTATIVE, HOIMA
KWEEN COUNTY,
TINGEY COUNTY, KAPCHORWA
BUNYOLE COUNTY, TORORO
KALAKI COUNTY, SOROTI
NGORA COUNTY, SOROTI
KABERAMAIDO COUNTY, SOROTI
MOROTO COUNTY, LIRA
TORORO COUNTY, TORORO
BUDADIRI WEST COUNTY, MBALE
ERUTE NORTH COUNTY, LIRA
IBANNA NORTH COUNTY, MBARARA
KIBALE COUNTY, KABAROLE
-WOMAN REPRESENTATIVE, TORORO
-WOMAN REPRESENTATIVE, PALLISA
DODOTH COUNTY, KOTIDO
WEST BUDAMA NORTH COUNTY, TORORO
-WOMAN REPRESENTATIVE, MASINDI
-WOMAN REPRESENTATIVE, NTUNGAMO
KIBUKE COUNTY, PALLISA
KAWEMPE SOUTH DIVISION, KAMPALA
RUBABO COUNTY, RUKUNIGIRI
SHEEMA NORTH COUNTY, BUSHENGYI
MWENGE SOUTH COUNTY, KABAROLE
BUGAYA COUNTY, HOIMA
-WOMAN-REPRESENTATIVE, KALANGALA
BUIKWE NORTH COUNTY, MUKONO
BUJUMBA COUNTY, KALANGALA
BUYAGA COUNTY, KIBALE
MASAKA MUNICIPALITY, MASAKA
KYAKA COUNTY, KABAROLE
BUIKWE WEST COUNTY, MUKONO
FORT PORTAL MUNICIPALITY, KABAROLE
NYABUSHOZI COUNTY, MBARARA
BUGANGAIZI COUNTY, KIBALE
RWAMPARA COUNTY, MBARARA
ARMY REPRESENTATIVE
ARMY REPRESENTATIVE
BUNYARUGURU COUNTY, BUSHENYI
KYADONDO SOUTH COUNTY, MUGIPI
KASSANDA NORTH COUNTY, MUBENDE
GOMBA COUNTY, MUGIPI
KASSANDA COUNTY, MUBENDE
KIGULU SOUTH, IGANGA
NTENJIERU SOUTH COUNTY, MUKONO
KASHARI COUNTY, MBARARA
RUSHENYI COUNTY, NTUNGAMO
WOMAN REPRESENTATIVE, APAC
BUKOTO MID-WEST, MASAKA
BUDADIIRI EAST, MBALE
BUKWE SOUTH COUNTY, MUKONO
KYADONDO NORTH COUNTY, MUGIPI
KYOTERA COUNTY, RAKAI
BUJENJE COUNTY, MASINDI
BUKOTO EAST COUNTY, MASAKA
KATIKAMU NORTH COUNTY, LUWERO
KALUNGU EAST, MASAKA
KINKIZI EAST COUNTY, RUKUNGIRI
MITYANA NORTH COUNTY, MITYANA
BUGWERI COUNTY, IGANGA
BUDAKA COUNTY, PALLISA
BAMUNANIKA COUNTY, LUWERO
BURAHYA COUNTY, KABAROLE
BUKONZO EAST COUNTY, KASESE
MAWOKOTA SOUTH COUNTY, MUGIPI
UPE COUNTY, MOROTO
BUKONZO WEST COUNTY, KASESE
ARMY REPRESENTATIVE
WOMAN REPRESENTATIVE, KAPchorwa
BUSONGORA NORTH COUNTY, KASESE
MAWOGOLA COUNTY, MUGIPI
KAJARA COUNTY, NTUNGAMO
BUFUMBIRA EAST COUNTY, KISORO
BUHAGUIZI COUNTY, HOIMA
JINJA MUNICIPALITY WEST, JINJA
BOKORA COUNTY, MOROTO
MOROTO MUNICIPALITY, MOROTO
CHEKWII COUNTY, MOROTO
WOMAN REPRESENTATIVE, MOROTO
PIAN COUNTY, MOROTO
BUTAMBALA COUNTY, MUGIPI
BULISA COUNTY, MASINDI
KOOKI COUNTY, RAKAI
LUBAGA SOUTH DIVISION, KAMPALA
KAWEmpE NORTH DIVISION, KAMPALA
KYAMUSWA COUNTY, KALANGALA
LYOMOKI SAM
MAGEZI DAUDI (DR)
MAGIMBI JOHN SEBASTIANO
MAKUBUYA KHIDDU EDWARD
MAKUMBI JAMES (DR)
MALLINGA STEVEN OSCAR
MAMBULE KIIGUNDU ERIYAH
MANZI TUMUBWEINE
MAO NOBERT
MATEKE PHILEMON (DR)
MATEMBE MIRIA R.K.
MATOVU BYATIKE DAVID (DR)
MAYANJA NKANGI JOASH
MAYANJA MOHAMMED
MAYOMBO NOBLE (CAPT)
MAZIMA ELIPHAZ
MIGEREKO DAVID
MPANGA JOYCE ROVINCE
MUBANDA ALFRED (DR)
MUDWOLA CHRISTOPHER (LT.COL)
MUGISHA MUNTU (MAJ.GEN)
MUHWEZI KATUGUGU JIM (BRIG)
MUKASA PASCAL
MUKIIBI BENIGNA
MUKISA FRED
MUKULA GEORGE MICHAEL
MUKWAYA BALUNZI JANAT
MULINDWA BIRIMUMAASO
MURULI MUKASA
MUSHEMEZA ELIJAH DICKENS
MUSUMBA ISAAC ISANGA
MUTESASIRA TIMOTHY (DR)
MUTYABA BENEDICT ZIRIBASANGA
MUYONGA WAMATSEMBE SAMUEL
MWAKA NAKIBONEKA VICTORIA MIRIAM
MWANDHA JAMES
MWEBESA NTEGAMAHE CHRISTINE
MWESIGYE ADOLF
NABUTAALA PATRICK NABISI
NAMUMBYA SARAH MWANJA
NAMUSOKE KYINGI SARAH
NANKABIRWA SENTAMU RUTH
NASASIRA JOHN
NAYIGA FLORENCE
NDAULA KAWESI EDWARD MIKE
NDEEZEI ALEX
NDEGE JOHN JOSHUA
NJUBA SAM KALEGA
NKALUBO ANNETTE (2ND LT)
NKUUHE JOHNSON (DR)
NSIBAMBI APOLO (PROF)
NSUBUGA NSAMBU YUSUF
NSUBUGA MAYanja SAZIRI
NTABGOBA JENINAH MARY
NTACYOTUGIRA PHILIP.M
NYAI DICK

WORKERS REPRESENTATIVE
JINJA MUNICIPALITY EAST, JINJA
BUGABULA NORTH COUNTY, KAMULI
KATIKAMU SOUTH COUNTY, LUWERO
BBALE NORTH, MUKONO
BUTEBO COUNTY, PALLISA
MUKONI NORTH COUNTY, MUKONO
RUKIGA COUNTY, KABALE
GULU MUNICIPALITY
BUFUMBIRA COUNTY, KISORO
- WOMAN REPRESENTATIVE, MBARARA
ENTEBBE MUNICIPALITY, MIGI
KALUNGU WEST COUNTY, MASAKA
PALLISA COUNTY, PALLISA
ARMY REPRESENTATIVE
REPRESENTATIVE FOR THE DISABLED
BUTEMBE COUNTY, JINJA
- WOMAN REPRESENTATIVE, MUBENDE
BUSIRO SOUTH COUNTY, MIGI
KIGULU NORTH COUNTY, IGANGA
ARMY REPRESENTATIVE
RUJUMBURA COUNTY, RUKUNGIRI
NAKASEKE COUNTY, LUWERO
- WOMAN REPRESENTATIVE, KIBAALE
BUKOOLO CENTRAL COUNTY, IGA NGGA
SOROTI MUNICIPALITY, SOROTI
MUKONO SOUTH COUNTY, MUKONO
BUKOTO WEST COUNTY, MASAKA
NAKASONGOLA COUNTY, LUWERO
SHEEMA SOUTH COUNTY, BUSHENYI
BUZAAYA COUNTY, KAMULI
BUSIRO EAST COUNTY, MIGI
MAKINDYE EAST DIVISION, KAMPALA
MANJIYA COUNTY, MBALE
- WOMAN REPRESENTATIVE, LUWERO
REPRESENTATIVE FOR THE DISABLED
- WOMAN REPRESENTATIVE, KABALE
BUNYANGABU COUNTY, KABAROLE
BUBULO EAST COUNTY, MBALE
- WOMAN REPRESENTATIVE, IGANGA
- WOMAN REPRESENTATIVE, RAKAI
- WOMAN REPRESENTATIVE, KIBOBA
KAZO COUNTY, MBARARA
REPRESENTATIVE FOR THE DISABLED
KIBOBA WEST COUNTY, KIBOBA
REPRESENTATIVE FOR THE DISABLED
LUUKA COUNTY, IGANGA
KYADONDO EAST COUNTY, MIGI
ARMY REPRESENTATIVE
ISINGIRO SOUTH, MBARARA
- EX OFFICIO
MAKINDYE WEST COUNTY, KAMPALA
NTENJERU NORTH COUNTY, MUKONO
- WOMAN REPRESENTATIVE, KISORO
BUFUMBIRA NORTH COUNTY, KISORO
AYIVU COUNTY, ARUA